Link to the video:
https://vimeo.com/246894111
A screen shot of the film title. An American flag is waving in the wind and standing on the inscription of National September 11 Memorial.
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A screen shot of the film. White roses are offered for a victim.
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A screen shot of the film. It presents us how local residents use the space at the Irish Hunger Memorial.
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Caption Title: Irish Hunger Memorial 02
Caption: A screen shot of the film. View from the entrance of Irish Hunger Memorial to the Downtown Manhattan river front at dusk.
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A screen shot of the film. Young students enjoy their time on the stone wall of Irish hunger Memorial with the calmness of river on their back.
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A screen shot of the film. A kid carefully traces the inscription of victims with his finger at the National September 11 Memorial.
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Image Number: 7
Caption Title: Locator Map
Caption: The geological relationship and distance between two memorial designs
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